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For all the brilliance reflected in efforts to preserve historic buildings in the U.S., the issue of replacing windows rather than restoring them remains singularly unresolved. Proponents on both sides of the issue may easily become frustrated by a dearth of useful data, as well as conflicting information, or misinformation, promulgated by manufacturers. Indeed, it often seems that many preservation practitioners and building owners remain in the sway of advertising claiming that the first order of business is to replace old windows. In the context of preservation and sustainability, however, it is well worth reconsidering this approach.

Sustainability and Authenticity

In considering alternatives to replacing historic windows, one needs to keep in mind two important elements: sustainability and authenticity. Sustainability (building green) and historic preservation are a natural marriage, so long as one remains mindful that sustainability is not just about energy conservation. Preservation and sustainability involve myriad elements that can work in symbiotic and synchronized ways toward a favorable outcome. For example, preservation work is more labor- than material-intensive, which benefits local economies; natural ventilation afforded via operable windows can reduce the size of mechanical equipment, especially of air-conditioning; and salvaging historic materials, such as wood sash, obviates the need to harvest live trees and other natural resources for the manufacture of replacement units.

Similarly, retaining and celebrating authenticity is one key element of an exemplary preservation program. No one should take lightly the option of discarding authentic historic materials — in this case, windows — without fully evaluating the consequences. Once authentic material is lost, it is lost forever. It does not matter how accurate the replacement window, it never reflects the nuances of the original.

Taking the Long View

Historic windows possess aesthetic and material attributes that simply cannot be replaced by modern replacement windows. Like preserving whole buildings, restoring historic windows is a solid step forward into the realm of sustainability. The present approach to sustainability, however, still too often focuses on new construction and issues such as “intelligent” windows and energy efficiency, while overlooking other important, holistic benefits of preserving historic windows, such as the following:

- Conservation of embodied energy (i.e., the sum total of the energy required to extract raw materials, manufacture, transport, and install building products). Preserving historic windows not only conserves their embodied energy, it also eliminates the need to spend energy on replacement windows. Aluminum and vinyl — the materials used in many replacement windows — and new glass itself possess levels of embodied energy that are among the highest of most building materials (Fig. 1).

- Reduction of environmental costs. Reusing historic windows reduces environmental costs by eliminating the need for removal and disposal of existing units, as well as manufacture and transportation of new units. Also, many replacement units are manufactured with such materials as...
Fig. 2. Many excellent worksheets are available for calculating payback of replacement windows; this one is produced by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources. Results of payback calculations often reveal grossly overstated claims. Courtesy of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
vinyl and PVC, whose production is known to produce toxic by-products. So, while energy savings is green, the vehicle toward its achievement — in this case, replacement windows — is likely to be the antithesis of green.3

- Economic benefits. Restoration projects are nearly twice as labor-intensive as new construction, meaning more dollars spent go to people, not materials. This type of spending, in turn, has the beneficial effect of producing stronger, more dynamic local economies.4

- Ease of maintenance. “Maintenance-free” is a convenient marketing slogan; many replacement windows, in reality, cannot be maintained well or conserved. Vinyl, fiberglass, sealants, desiccants, and coating systems all degrade, and they are materials that remain difficult or impossible to recycle or conserve.5

- Long-term performance. While manufacturers’ warranties have been lengthened in the past few years (they are now generally from 2 to 10 years), they still pale in comparison to the actual performance life exhibited in historic windows, which can reach 60 to 100 years and more, often with just minimal maintenance. Clearly, sustainability takes into account more than just the cost of energy savings. It also promotes salient social, economic, and environmental benefits, along with craftsmanship, aesthetics, and the cultural significance of historic fabric. Still, the issue of energy savings is often used to justify replacement over restoration, but just how valid is this argument?

Energy Savings

If the foremost goal for replacing historic windows is energy savings, beware of “facts” presented: they very likely will be — intentionally or not — skewed, misinformed, or outright fallacious. Window manufacturers universally boast about low U-values (the measure of the rate of heat loss through a material or assembly; a U-value is the reciprocal of a R-value, which is the measure of resistance to heat gain or loss). For example, U-values are often misleadingly quoted as the value for the entire window unit, when in fact it is the value through the center of the glass (the location of the best U-value), not that of the sash nor the average of the entire unit.6 To be sure that data are being presented appropriately, request the U-values published by the National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC), which rate whole-window performance.7

When U-values are offered for the entire window assembly, they often are significantly worse (i.e., higher) due to infiltration around the frame and rough opening.8 In cases where replacements tend to warp and bow over time (and they do), this factor becomes ever more crucial.9 It is also important to watch for comparative analyses: some replacement-window manufacturers compare their window units to an “equivalent” single-pane aluminum window. Clearly, this is an inappropriate analogy since these types of windows are not likely to be found in a preservation context.

Infiltration of Outside Air

Infiltration of outside air — rather than heat lost through the glass — is the principal culprit affecting energy; it can account for as much as 50 percent of the total heat loss of a building.10 When retrofit windows are installed over or within the existing window frame, the argument for preservation already exists: restoring the integrity of the fit between the frame and building wall should be the first component of a preservation approach.

Sash pockets, pulleys, and meeting rails are areas prone to air infiltration in double-hung units. Yet, several weatherproofing systems for existing windows can overcome these heat-sapping short circuits.11 Replacement-window manufacturers themselves admit that even among replacements, double-hung units present the greatest challenges for controlling heat loss because infiltration occurs most frequently at sash-to-sash and sash-to-frame interfaces, which are highly dependent on the quality of the installation.12 The energy efficiency of restored windows incorporating retrofit components (weatherstripping and weatherseals combining pile, brush, bulb, or “Z” spring seals) can meet and even exceed the efficiency of replacement units.13 This approach is suggested as the first alternative among green-building advocates.14

Payback

Focusing on windows as the principal source of heat transfer may lead to the conclusion that windows are more important than, say, insulating the attic, foundation, or walls. While data vary somewhat, up to 25 percent of heat may be lost through doors and windows.15 But when the aforementioned potential 50 percent loss through infiltration is taken into account, the total effective percentage of heat loss attributed to the window units themselves would be only 12.5 percent. That is a relatively small percentage for a potentially large investment, especially when other options are available.

In actuality, typical window-replacement systems offer payback periods that are often nowhere near manufacturers’ claims: the payback of a typical unit could take as long as 100 years (Fig. 2).16

Heat Loss/Heat Gain

Heat loss is often discussed, but what about heat gain? In summer, heat gain can add significantly to the energy costs associated with cooling a building.17 Long waveforms within the daylight spectrum that enter through the glass must be able to exit, or else they degrade to heat that then must be overcome by the building’s cooling system.18 Low-emittance (“low-e” or “soft low-e”) glass handles this task best, improving thermal performance by virtually eliminating infrared (long-wave) radiation through the window.19 It accomplishes this task by allowing short-wave radiation through and reflecting long-wave heat back to its source, while at the same time providing an appearance that is virtually clear.20

Low-e glazing can be substituted into existing units that are only single-glazed and still achieve important energy savings. Single-pane low-e glass can provide a virtually equivalent level of combined energy savings as a standard new double-glazed unit when used in concert with an existing single-pane sash (e.g., as a storm or interior sash).21 Replacing panes of glass, then tightening up the sash and frame, is a very simple and cost-effective way to achieve the desired whole-assembly U-value without having to modify visible light, Mullions, or sash weights.22
Laminated glass offers significantly superior safety and security compared to monolithic glass. It is far easier and less expensive to install, when IG units fail, they are difficult and time-consuming to replace.24 The additional weight and thickness of IG units preclude their use as retrofits in historic sashes of either wood or metal. Indeed, to compensate for their heft, virtually all IG replacement window mullions, sash, and frames are bulkier than their historic counterparts. The result is that visible daylight levels are reduced by 15 percent or more and views are interrupted.25 Reducing daylight and negatively affecting views are explicitly not consistent with a sustainable approach (Fig. 3).

Laminated Glass as an Alternative

Laminated glass remains an often-overlooked alternative to IG units, perhaps because of the industry’s focus on marketing it as “safety” glass. While laminated glass cannot compete with technologically advanced, complex IG units, it does offer enhanced U-values for monolithic glass without having to materially alter the mullions of the historic sash into which it is being fitted.26 It is important to recognize, though, that a U-value is not the only criterion that determines the relative thermal efficiency of a window. Solar and light transmittance also affect performance, and they may be benefit when low-e laminated glass is selected.27 The benefits of laminated glass, though, go much further when considered part of a comprehensive program to restore and thermally upgrade historic sash:

- Laminated glass offers significantly higher levels of noise abatement than IG.
- Historic glass may be laminated, offering energy and noise benefits while maintaining an authentic finish.
- Laminated glass is far easier and less expensive to procure and install and allows for field cutting.
- It offers superior safety and security features.
- Laminated glass may be equipped with low-e glazing to help offset heat gain.
- Historic sash, both metal and wood, can be outfitted with laminated glass without modifying or replacing mullions and frame elements (something that would be required by the installation of significantly thicker IG units).
- Condensation is reduced as a result of the internal thermal break of laminated glass.
- A variety of features (UV protection, polarization, translucency, etc.) can be incorporated as layers within laminated glass. Efforts to achieve the same results in IG units through the use of applied films (as opposed to an integral layer within the glass) has been shown to greatly reduce the life of double-glazed units by inhibiting the movement of their seals.28

Performance and Material Quality

A hallmark of sustainability is long-term performance. Intrinsic within that premise are issues about material quality, assembly, and conservability. As noted above, some material choices (e.g., PVC) incorporated into replacement-window units are inherently not able to be conserved.29 When the material degrades, it then becomes necessary to replace the replacement.30

One of the great virtues of historic windows is the quality of the wood with which they were constructed. Historic windows incorporate both hardwoods and softwoods that were often harvested from unfertilized early-growth stock. Such wood has a denser, more naturally occurring grain structure than what is generally available today from second-growth stock or fertilized tree farms. Also, historically, greater concern was given to milling methods, such as quarter- or radial sawing. The resulting window performs with greater stability than its modern counterpart. This alone has far-reaching benefits, from minimizing dimensional change, to holding a paint coating, to securing mechanical fasteners.

No amount of today’s staples, glue, finger-splices, and heat welds can match the performance of traditional joinery.31 Similar comparisons could be made of the quality of hardware employed in replacement windows, such as spring-loaded balances and plastic locking hardware; they cannot compete with the lasting performance and durability of such historic elements as pulley systems and cast-metal hardware.

Ease of Maintenance

For cleaning windows, traditional single- and double-hung windows are often outfitted with interior sash stops that may be removed readily, allowing for full access to the interior and exterior, as well as to the pulley system. Both case-ment and pivot windows are inherently very easy to clean inside and out.
Replacement windows incorporating tilt-in sash — a feature that on its surface appears enticing — require that there is no interior stop, increasing the potential for air infiltration around the sash. Compressible jamb liners that allow for the tilt-in feature are often constructed of open-cell foams that, once they begin to degrade, lose both their compressibility and sash-to-frame infiltration buffer.

The ability to readily disassemble historic wood windows also allows for selectively restoring, upgrading, and adapting individual components of a window throughout its life. Most replacement-window systems cannot make that claim.

Aesthetics and Authenticity

Nuances in molding profiles, shadow, line, and color of windows, along with quality and appearance of the glass, contribute greatly to the overall building aesthetic and generally emulate the stylistic details of the building as a whole. Even what might seem like small changes in these elements can and does have a noticeable and usually detrimental effect on many historic facades. Outfitting historic buildings with modern replacement windows can and often does result in a mechanical, contrived, or uniformly sterile appearance. Worse, when historic windows are replaced, authenticity is lost forever.

Value and Cost

Repairs of historic windows should add to the value of the property, as an authentically restored automobile would command greater value than one “restored” with plastic replacement parts.

While there is a dearth of cost-comparative analyses between a replacement window and its restored, authentic counterpart, empirical knowledge based on field experience covering a wide variety of window types suggests that restoration is on a par, cost-wise, with a middle-of-the-road replacement. Corollary conclusions are that:

• cheap replacement windows will always exist to superficially counter the cost-basis argument for restoration; and

• high-quality equivalent replacement units have been shown in practice to cost as much as three times that of restoration.

Windows are a critical element of sustainability, but sustainability is not just about energy. It is about making environmentally responsible choices regarding historic windows that take into account the spectrum of associated costs and effects. The choice of whether to replace or restore requires embracing a more encompassing definition of sustainability. The answer is not as simplistic as some would have us believe.
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